
I. When SPOOBIS, a boy, loses consciousness during experiments that turn his body 
in to a ‘super’, he later wakes up inside a ‘donut core’ room with a 360˚ view, with a 
spacious, battleship’s bridge, just outside the donut core. Spoobis discovers 1. He’s 
trapped inside a room in his own, sleeping body 2. His “twin,” BRAHM, whose 
favorite topic is murder by numbers, is here and 3.They each have power plugs 
instead of legs. Whomever reconnects first to the Motor Function Port (MFP) in the 
control room, gains command of their body however, a sudden, surprise invasion by 
a group of strangers, who ‘hot wire’ the MFP, foils the plan. Once the twins discover 
they feel each other’s pain, they must work together to escape. Only one will 
awaken the sleeping boy, who will bring them destruction, or bring them home. 

II. On a distant planet, which is freezing over, a supernova lights the sky, ELSIA and 
OBIE run for their lives from a pack of wild animals, toward ‘the room inside the 
mountain.’ Their plasma-shooting lamp and KELPHUS, a Star Dragon, helps them 
to safety. Elsia uncovers the comatose SPOOBIS and prepares a podship. Kelphus 
chases the podship toward a wormhole and intercepts three, fighter ships after it, 
careening them toward INGLEDEENG’s battleship, where all but one crashes. As 
Ingledeeng’s envoy is attacked, thunders of Star Dragons appear to reclaim stolen 
stars from their own universe. Awaiting in orbit, Autopilots, Glyzzy and GunnaCuke, 
download their consciousness into Spoobis to reconnect his MFP. They “hotwire” 
him and pace themselves for a long mission. Kelphus and DRIDEON follow Spoobis 
to the birthplace of Leathos, the central, “home” planet of our saga. 

III. Long ago, three, corrupt STAR DRAGONS - a weapons maker, an explosives 
expert, a journalist and their mastermind, NEREZZA, discover a cryptic poem. It 
gives them cover for their plan to secede from the Star Dragon universe. Nerezza 
shapeshifts to look like the writer of the poem - BRAZZ - and commit horrible crimes 
in his likeness. They design an frequency causing nearby stars to produce drops of 
technological glass and metal for tools, weapons and ships. As Nerezza forms an 
arsenal, a chunk of the Star Dragon planet (and many stars around it), phase into a 
starless quadrant in our story's universe, leaving their own planets to die. A war 
begins as Star Dragons fracture into those who join Nerezza, those who try to stop 
him and those caught in a crosshairs they neither want, nor understand.
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When six space delegates, who have lost their worlds are pulled into an ancient 
Star Dragon war, they must use their extra-sensory abilities to 

join the fight, reverse a prophecy and return home.

THEMES: Things are often not as they seem. Sometimes bad things happen to good 
people. Never underestimate the power of small groups. Too much technology is 
dangerous. Not enough technology is dangerous. Home is usually where you left [it].
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